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Heroes at UCF

•

Four UCF police officers
receive the Lifesaving
Award-SEE NEWS,A2

.,

Entertainment
)

Two frats face hazing allegations
UCF only investigated claim against one

The Elvis is Alive Museum may die. Andy
Key tried to sell the museum twice on
eBay, but he received no bids by the time
the auction ended Friday. Key bought it
last year for more than $8,000,and he
was trying to sell it
for at least
$15,000.He
did have one
bid,butit
tumedoutto
be from achild
playing ona
computer.
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MARK SCHAUB
Staff Writer

Two new hazing allegations have developed at UCF
against fraternities Kappa
Sigma and Alpha Phi Alpha.
According to WFTV.com,
the Office of Student Conduct
investigated Kappa Sigma for

hitting a member with a pillow
and writing on him with markers, after an anonymous e-mail
complaint came in. UCF has
suspended that fraternity.
· The second allegation
involves McAndy Douarin, a
UCF business administration
student who, according to
Orange County Sheriff's

Office Medical Examiner, had
heart problems 2-rid died from
natural causes Aug. 3L
However, now, according to
WFTV.com, Douarin may
have died due to heart trouble
after being punched in the
chest at a fraternity party.
WFTV reports that an
anonymous Crimeline call

came in to UCF police blaming hazing for Douarin's death
"at the hands of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity;'
As
published
on
WESH.com, UCF said it found
no evic!e~1c!:- uf foul play
involved with Alpha Phi
Alpha, and the case has since
been closed. Despite the
Douarin family's requests,
UCF refuses to conduct any
further investigation.

UCF TURNS THE BIG

Food

NO MORE FREE
SANDWICHES FOR

UCF told WESH.com they
had video proof that hazing
took place at Kappa Sigma, but
not Alpha Phi Alpha.
WESH.com also reports
that, according to the Douarin
family attorney Joe Flood,
Douarin was a pledge of the
fraternity, while Alpha Phi
Alpha said he was not. The fraternity also said it does not
condone hazing, according to
a statement.

Senate
opposes

initiative

NUDITY

SGA resolution is
against amendment
MARY CRISTOBAL

So much for a free lunch. Patrons at the

>

Staff Writer

Black Frog Restaurant near Moosehead
Lake in Greenville, Maine, used to be able
to get Skinny Dip sandwiches ifthey
skinny dipped in Moosehead Lake.
Owner Leigh Turner decided to stop the
practice after the town board voted to
deny his liquor license renewal
application.
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Breaking

A look back at those who saw
the birth of~ university

news on

your cell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone.Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.
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LAW SCHOOL
WORKSHOP TAKES
PLACE TOMORROW
Alaw school workshop will be held
Tuesday from 10:30 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m.
in the Pegasus Ballroom at the
Student Union. The workshop will
provide insights into how to get into
law school.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

.,

RECENT LAW WILL LEAD
TO INCREASE IN
SPEEDING FINES
Under a Florida law that took effect
this month, drivers will be hit with
fines of more than $1,000 if they get
busted driving faster than 50 miles per
hour than the speed limit. Asecond
offense costs more than $2,500 and a
third offense costs more than $5,000.

NATION & WORLD, A4

DUBAI PLANNING TO
TOP OWN MARK, BUILD
EVEN TALLER TOWER
With its world's tallest building
nearing completion, Dubai said
Sunday that it is embarking on an
even more ambitious skyscraper:one
that will soar the length of more than
10 American football fields.
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Contributing Writer

T

he year is 1968. The Beades release the White Album, Apollo 8
orbits the moon, Richard Nixon is elected president of the United
States and Martin Luther King is shot dead in Memphis, Tenn., in
the midst of the civil rights movement. In addition, a new institution of
higher learning opens its doors, the Florida Technological. University.
Now known as UCF, the
university is celebrating its
40th anniversary this year,
spurring reflection by students and staff alike on the
humble beginnings of
the school
"I
have
always enjoyed
teaching, and I
have
always
found UCF to
be a place
where I could
grow with it,"
Frank Juge said
Juge is a professor who teaches
a series of wine
courses at the Rosen
College of Hospitality Management.
"It has been a great experience, and I am still enjoying

my teaching, perhaps more
·
Juge is one of the ./

than ever."

Aphoto of students

outside the Library
on the first day of
classes in 1968.
COURTESY SPECIAL
COLLECTIONS ANO
UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES

professors who has been at
the school since Day One.
The others include
economics professor. Ken-

neth White and David Block.
Originally an engineering
professor, Block now works
as a founding director of the
Florida Solar Energy Center.
"I am very proud of the
university. It is now one of
the largest universities in the
country, and the Research
Park, which UCF started, has
a major economic impact on
Orlando," Juge added
Rick Walsh, a 1977 graduate of FTU, was named one
of the "50 Most Powerful
People in Orlando" by Orlan- .
do magazine. Walsh agrees
with Juge that the
school has had
tremendous
economic;
impact
on
the
Central
Florida
area
since the beginning.
"The university is
the crown jewel in the
economic engine of Central
Florida,'; Walsh said
PLEASE SEE

STUDENTS ON AS

Before closing the doors for
the final session Thursday, the
Student Government Association's 40th Student Senate
passed Resolution 40-35,
which opposes Florida's
Amendment 2.
Reso1utiori '40-35 states that
the 40th Student Senate "disagrees and is opposed to Florida Amendment 2 because of
its capacity to lessen the rights
of all Floridians," and that
Amendment 2 would have a
negative effect on UCF students and Florida citizens.
Amendment 2, also called
the Florida Marriage Protection Amendment, defines marriage as the legal union of only
one man and one woman.
Under Amendment 2, no other
union is considered legal or
recognized by the state. .
The resolution passed with
a 17-14 vote through roll call
"It's exciting that it's my last
thing and it happened right at
the end," said Sen. Dustin
Robinson,
Undergraduate
PLEASE SEE

RESOLUTION ON A6

Author
Alvarez
to speak
at Union
MARIA NUNEZ
Contributing V(riter

Fire prevention month spurs practice drills
SARAH KEZER
Contributing Writer

UCF students had to put fire emergency procedures to use last week
while participating in fire drills, just in
time for Fire Prevention Month.
The Orange County Fire Depart- ·
ment and The Life and Safety Bureau
were present outside the Towers when
each drill was conducted.
Public Information. Officer John
Mulhall said the drills were successful.
Students exited the buildings in a quick
and efficient fashion and assembled a
PLEASE SEE

STUDENTS ON A6

Towers' residents
gather in front of
, Tower IV. Graduate
assistant Pete Bandel
addresses the
students on proper
' fire evacuation
procedures.
CAITLIN BUSH /
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The award-winning author
Julia Alvarez
will be at the
Pegasus Ballroom today at
7 p.m. Alvarez
will also be
signing books
at the Barnes
&
Noble
Bookstore
Alvarez
from
10:30
am. to 11:30 am.
Alvarez is the author of
novels such as How the Garcia
Girls Lost Their Accent and In
the Time of the Butterflies, as
well as nonfiction such as her
collection of autobiographical
PLEASE SEE
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Workshop for law school
A law school workshop will
be held Tuesday from 10:30
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. in the Pegasus
Ballroom at the Student Union.
The workshop will provide
insights into how to get into
law school
For more information, contact Wayne Jackson at 407-823or
e-mail
2716
mass@mail.ucf.edu.
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Four UCF officers receive
Lifesaving Avvard for
their heroislll

407-447-4558

PORT
ORANGE
Olympic gold medalist Ryan
Lochte can now workout on a
Florida street that bears his
name.
The city of Port Orange
named a street after Lochte on
Saturday, honoring the American swimmer months after he
took home two gold and two
bronze medals from the Beijing
Olympics.
Lochte attended Spruce
Creek High School in Port
Orange. He later attended the
University of Florida, leading
the Gators' swim team.
Port Orange named the
entrance road to the local
YMCA as "Lochte Way."

•
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UCF police officers from left: Sgt. Woody Furnas, officer Eric Morales, officer Wilfredo Sotomayor and officer Ryan Pampe. The officers were awarded the Law Enforcement
Lifesaving Award at the 2008 9/11 Remembrance Luncheon hosted by the Central Florida Hotel and Lodging Association. The organization wanted to honor local heroes as well.
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Th.e UCF Police Department does more than arrest the bad guys. It saves liv:es too.
Last spring, Sgt. Woody Furnas and officers Eric Morales, Ryan Pampe and Wilfredo
Soto!]18yor stood at the foot of the Towers Parking Garage E applying all their training and
experience as they spoke to a female who sat ready to jump off the edge of the top floor.
Thanks to their crisis intervention training and calm teamwork, they were able to save herlife.
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"I think bettering people's lives is
our primary goal out here," Pampe
said. "It's not just our agency, but I
think any law enforcement officer's. If
they didn't go into it to better the lives
of those .around them, better the neighborhood they serve, then they're in the
wrong profession."
As the bipolar and depressed young
female, who was not a UCF student,
sat on the ledge of the parking garage,
she waited for the excess medication
she had just taken to kick in so she
would overdose, Furnas said. Her
intent was to wait until she passed out
and fell over, or became numb and
jumped.
Officer Sotomayor arJ'.ived on the
scene first and began talking with her
from the ground. Furnas said Sotomayor was able to get her to move back a
little and saw that she was willing to
talk.
"She was pretty serious about her
attempt," Furnas said.
Furnas, Morales and Pampe then
ran up the five flights of stairs, rather
than risk upsetting her by driving their
cars to the roof.
"We didn't try telling her, 'This is
nothing,' or anything like that," Furnas
said. "We told her, 'Hey, we understand. What you're feeling right now
really, really hurts.' If you do that, you
validate people instead of being dismissive of them. And that helps you
build a connection."
And that's just what they did. The ·
officers were able to build a rapport
with the female thanks to having completed a 40-hour training course in crisis intervention, in which they learned
how to deal with mental health issues
such as these. The course taught them
how to analyze situations, calm people
down and stop them from harming
themselves, said Cpl. James Roop, public information officer of th~ UCF
police department.

After 15 to 20 minutes of talking to
her, Pampe remembered the treatment
facility the female wanted to attend.
One of the criteria of the facility is that
the applicant could not have had a suicide attempt in the past six months.
"She was worried. She's like, 'I don't
want to go. This is going to ruin it,' "
Pampe said. "Finally I just said, ½11
right, you know what? Let's go ahead
and make today the first day of those
six months.'
"That's when she said, 'OK,' "
Pampesaid.
Furnas said it was thanks to his
squad's chemistry working together
that they were able to help her.
"You know, it was pretty neat," Furnas said. " ... We worked really well
through our familiarity with each
other and our strengths.''
The officers then took the female to
the police department to call her parents, where the woman then passed
out from the excess medication. She
was immediately taken to a hospital
Furnas said it made them all realize
that if they had been any later, the outcome may have been different.
Fast-forwarding to this fall semester, a few months after the suicide
attempt incident, the four officers have
now been rewarded for all their heroic
work. The Central Florida Hotels and
Lodging Association recognized the
four officers with the Law Enforcement Lifesaving Award at their 2008
9/11 Remembrance Luncheon.
Richard Maladecki, president of the
CFHLA, said they planned the event to
commemorate Sept. 11 but wanted to
reward local officers for equally,ls
heroic actions.
"We, as an industry, felt that there
was not a community-based organization remembering the tragedies of
Sept.11, so we went forward to remember that historic day;" Maladecki said.
'½nd we also tied in the idea of honor-

ing local police, fire and EMS personnel, that put their lives on the line daily
for our·community and our industry."
Furnas said interventions like the
suicide incident are not a rarity.
"There are literally dozens, if not
hundreds, of instances where the officers do something that makes a difference in someone's life," Furnas said.
He also wants students to realize
that everyone has their share of problems, but the UCF Police Department
is there to help.
"One of the good things about
working in a university police department versus, say, working at a larger
agency or elsewhere, is we're able to
spend a lot of time talking to students,"
Furnas said. "So we have a lot better
counseling abilities because we've had
a lot of practice at it."
Pampe said that all students can
make a difference.
·~ lot of the calls we get for suicide
attempts are from the friends or roommates of the individuals involved .... It's
the one last cry for help," Pampe said.
"Sometimes all it takes is to talk to
somebody," Furnas said. "You never
know what you do that's going to have
that kind of effect on somebody where
you're going to actually save their life."
Furnas said any day could be like
the one when he and his squad saved
the female on the parking garage roof
and even after winning the award, he
knows the job doesn't end there.
There's still more positive work that
can be done.
"I feel very good for my guys that
they get a little recognition because
you have enough bad stuff that happens over the course of years that
when somebody recognizes you on
doing something good, it feels pretty
good,'' Furnas said. "I think about the
people who work for me, first and foremost, and I want to see them get recognized for doing a good job."

Large demand for Palin rally
moves event to different place
PENSACOLA - Due to an
overwhelming demand for
tickets, a rally scheduled for
Republican vice presidential
candidate Sarah Palin in Pensacola has been moved.
The campaign announced
Saturday that the Alaska governor will speak Tuesday at the
Pensacola Civic Center, a
10,000 seat arena. The rally had
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FORT LAUDERDALE Not so fast.
Under a Florida law that
took effect this month, drivers
will be hit with fines of more
than $1,000 if they get busted
for going 50 mph faster the
speed limit.
And for motorcyclists, there
are additional new rules,
including a ban on lifting their
front wheel off the pavement,
also known as ''popping wheelies."
If drivers get caught going
more than 50 mph faster than
the limit a second time, they
will have to pay more than
$2,500 and lose their license for
a year. Drivers will have to pay
$5,000 for a third offense and
forfeit their license for 10 years.
Previously, the harshest
penalty was $250 for exceeding
the speed limit by more than 30
mph. This penalty is still in
effect.
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Ad/PR dub hosts media symposium

Law taking effect could levy fines
of $1,000 for speeding motorists

.
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VUCF will host an event
Wednesday to help the homeless of Downtown Orlando.
Sandwiches and Conversation with the Homeless of
Downtown Orlando will take
place from 5:30 p.m . to 8:30 p.m.
VUCF will prepare peanut.
butter and jelly sandwiches
and then take them to Lake
Eola to distribute them.
For more information, conact Jessica Schwendemen at
407-823-6471
or
e-mail
vucf_hunger@mail.ucf.edu.

you may have missed

•
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VUCF helping homeless Downtown
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There will be a presentation
from Valeska Wilson on stress
managment Tuesday from 6
p.m. to 7 p.m. in Howard
Phillips Hall Room 115.
There will be tips and
resources on how to deal with
the pressures of life related to
school and how to better manage them.
For more information, contact Teresa Chmelir at 407-8232811
or
e-mail
tmichael@mail.ucf.edu. .

LOCAL
&STATE

•

The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

Learn to manage stress

"Qp.otes" will host public
relations professionals from
Winter Park to present a case
study on media relationships
and crisis management.
The meeting is on Tuesday
at 4:30 p.m. in Engineering II
Room 102.

•
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LOCAL WEATHER
Today
SCATTERED
T-STORMS

High:86°
Low:73°

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: A40 percent chance of precipitation with winds from the east at 8
mph.
Tonight: Thunderstorms in the early
evening with a maximum humidity of
87 percent.

Tuesday

High: 86°
SCATTERED T-STORM Low: 73°

Wednesday
FEW SHOWERS

High:85°
Low:72°
0
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LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
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tagonist. Judas made the
choice that he would never
again wear a suit,
First performed in Pro- which lead to homeject Spotlight's One-Act Fes- lessness.
tival in the spring of 2008,
Interpreting
Saviors: A Modern Day the lessons to be
Parable returns to UCF for a learned
from
two-night run October 7th Judas,
Anthony
and 8th at the UCF Black Shaw who plays the
Box Theater. Produced, eccentric
bum
performed and written by said, "In today's
an all-student team, Saviors world, in our
challenges the domain culture, we are
of'safe theatre."
so busy going
Chris Metz, a junior BFA going going, that we
acting major wrote the 50 never take a minute
minute play that follows the to look at where
character Shepard through we're going and
his trouble connecting the why we're really
past and future. Stuck in a going there. And
writer's block and between so for at least 50
women, he struggles to find minutes out of
himself and goes on a their life, [the
is
tumultuous quest that audience]
engenders one of the promi- forced to stop and
nent themes of the play.
think about that."
"The whole play-is about
Shaw, a Human
Shepard having trouble Resource Manageopening up, connecting ment major, has had
with people," Michael Cox, his own experience
a BFA theatre major who with life's turbulent
plays the role of Shepard, failures and successes. A
said. "He gets so emotional former business owner and
about his work and his life Navy serviceman, Shaw
but he can't get emotional understood the basis for
about the people around Judas's character, but said
him, he can't connect to the challenge in performing
them."
the persona was "to make
Cox said he learned a other people feel what you
great deal in playing the felt, on such a high level."
role, "When you first read
"It's different to under\ the play I think it changes stand in your own head
you. Living in the scenes, what's going on, then it's
rou really start to live by the totally different to commuv;alues the play teaches."
nicate that kind of energy to
In Shepard's plight he somebody else," Shaw said.
stumbles upon Judas, an
While writing the play,
intelligent bum with a Metz cautiously considered
"complete emotional spec- how the characters would
trum" who parallels the pro- impress their messages on
Contributing Writer

•
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Students produce, prepare to perform Saviors
SEBASTIAN CHURCH

•
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an audience. Metz said an
intricate dimension of the
play itself is its lack of plot.
It is character-driven, and
its morals are based on
relationships and dialogue.
"[Saviors] is
about the universality

of
the
human
experience,"
Metz said. "It's
always a struggle to
make sure the dialogue is
not artificial."
To prevent the dialogue
from seeming artificial,
Metz read the script back
and forth with a friend Kyle
Adkins, another BFA theater
major who also helped

devise the story.
Saviors was entirely entirely produced by students, from
the playwright who conceived
the idea for the play when he
was 17, to the director Jessy
Grossman who planned every
movement in the play.
"It was amazing how in
tune
Jes~y
was

with
[the
script]. She has
great intuition," Metz said.
Other contributors include
actors
Courtney Moors
(Delilah), Selena Ayumi Bass

(Anna) and stage manager
Shelby Glasgow.
In order to affect the
morals of the play unto their
audiences, the actors have had
to perform beyond "safe theatre."
"One of the things that I try
my best to do is to never allow
the audience to be comfortable whenever, as an actor, I
have the opportunity to make
them uncomfortable," Shaw
said. "Once you get uncomfortable, you start to think and
the wheels turn 'cause you
want to get back [to that
comfort zone]," Shaw
even walks about the theatre begging audience
members for alms.
"[The members of
the production] didn't
really set up a barrier
in terms of cont en t," Nicole
Niefeld who
plays
Robin,
said. "We didn't get stuck on
the fact that it
was a student production
and that
there
were
mature
themes, it
didn't hold us back."
Niefeld, a senior BFA
Musical Theatre major
said Robin is a former lover
of Shepard's with complex
motives who, like Shepard,
wants to connect with people
once again. ''We were not
afraid to do a piece that had

mature content and we just
went full force with it."
Putting on the play has
been an experience in event
management for director Jessy
Grossman, who said the brunt
of the expenses, paid by Project Spotlight, were invested in
marketing. The set and props
were compiled by the members of the production to keep
the budget as low as possible.
"[The set] is definitely
simple, in reflecting how
Shepard lives his life, bleak.
His life has become scarce,"
the BFA Acting senior, said.
Grossman also pointed out
the philanthropy projects that
the cast and crew are involved
with. A percentage of the proceeds from audience donations and the concession stand
will be contributed to Food
Not Bombs to help Orlando's
homeless population.
Alongside it's premiere in
UCF's Project Spotlight's oneact festival, Saviors is up for
adjudication for the Kennedy
Center American College
Theater Festival (KCACTF).
The cost of merely getting
to the Kennedy Center will be
a huge fundraising project.
The final portion of the
proceeds will either contribute to their trip to New
York after a successful adjudication, or will be fully donated
to Food Not Bombs."
"The neat thing about this
play and some other plays, if
you get beyond the pretty
words, is there's a lesson to be
learned, and you can get that
lesson by watching somebody
else live onstage," Shaw said.
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FreeLSAT

Monday, 10120
6pm-10pm

Tuesday, 10121
lpm-Spm

Tuesday, 10121
6pm-10pm

Saturday, 1012s
10am-2pm
at the Courtyard
by Marriott UCF
Comprehensive program $795

including materials
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HALLANDALE BEACH
- Authorities in South Florida said three people were
wounded during a shooting
at a Hallandale Beach banquet hall.
Hallandale Beach police
spokesman Andrew Casper
says none ofthe injuries were
life threatening.
The shooting occurred
Sunday around 5:30 a.m. at
the Hallandale Hall.
Casper says two of the victims were taken to Memorial
Regional Hospital and another victim taken to Jackson
Memorial Hospital.
One person was in custody and being questioned by
police. The names of the victims have not been released.

Vice presidential candidate
to hold rallies in Tampa, Lakeland
TAMPA - Democratic
vice presidential nominee Joe
Biden is planning to hold rallies in Tampa and Lakeland
during a two-day visit in
Florida this week.
Campaign officials said
Sunday that Biden will speak
primarily about the economy
during a rally Tuesday at the
Lake Mirror Park amphitheater in Lakeland
-ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges arou'nd the country

FAMU engineering school
awarded nearly $800,000
TALLAHASSEE - Florida
A&M's school of engineering
sciences, technology and agriculture has been awarded a
nearly $800,000 grant
The funding announced
this weekend comes from the ·
United States Department of
Agriculture Cooperative State
Research, Education and
Extension Service. The university says the money will go
toward a bio-security research
project and the development
of a genetic raspberry
improvement program.
Bobby R Phills, coordinator of the Small Fruit Program,
says FAMU is the first landgrant institution in the state
that has received funding for a
raspberry breeding program
conducted in Florida and the
southern region of the United
States.

More upperdassmen moving
back to campus for housing

•
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Authorities say three people
wounded dunng hall shooting
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previously been scheduled at
the smaller Pensacola Aviation Center.
Additional tickets are
being printed and will be distributed to area campaign
offices. All tickets previously
issued will be valid at the
new location.
Palin and running mate
John McCain have been
falling behind Barack Obama
in polls with about a month
left until Election Day. Florida is a critical battleground
state with 27 electoral votes
up for grabs.

•
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CHARLESTON, WYa. Living on campus isn't just for
freshmen anymore.
Colleges and universities
across the country say an
increasing number of sophomores and upperclassmen are
living in dormitories or university-operated apartment complexes. It's been a growing
trend for the past decade, said
Kevin Kruger, associate executive director of the National
Association of Student Personnel Administrators.
Some schools even promote the back-to-campus
move, saying the rewards
include higher retention and
graduation rates, better grades,
increased involvement in campus activities and characterbuilding interaction among
students. A campus police
presence and an uncertain
economy are reasons students
are staying on campus.
For Carl Mills, a 21-year-old
senior pre-med major at Marshall University, living on campus is simply more convenient
''You can meet new people
and you're just closer to everything, all your classes and
everything."
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Anti-government supporters gather during a protest at Government House in
Bangkok, Thailand, on Sunday. Police arrested aformer mayor on insurrection charges.

Dubai looking to top own mark,
planning enormous tower

Police say they have arrested
key protest leader in Bangkok

DUBAI, United Arab
Emirates With its
world's tallest building
nearing completion, Dubai
said Sunday it is embarking
on an even more ambitious
skyscraper: one that will
soar the length of more
than 10 American football
fields.
That's about two-thirds
of a mile or the height of
more than three of New
York's Chrysler Buildings
stacked end-to-end.
Babel had nothing on
this place.
"This is unbelievably
groundbreaking design,"
Chief Executive Chris
O'Donnell said during a
briefing at the company's
sales center, not far from
the proposed site. "This
still takes my breath away."
The tower, which will
take more than a decade to
complete, will be the centerpiece of a sprawling
development state-owned
builder Nakheel plans to
create in the rapidly growing "New Dubai" section of
the city. Foundation work
has already begun, O'Donnell said.
. The area is located
between two of the city's
artificial
palm-shaped
islands, which Nakheel also
built. The project will
include a man-made inland
harbor and 40 additional
towers up to 90 floors high.
About 150 elevators will
carry residents and workers to the Nakheel Tower's
more than 200 floors, the
company said. The building
will be composed of fouil
separate towers joined at
various levels and centered
on an open atrium.
·

BANGKOK, Thailand Police say they have arrested
a key protest leader on
charges of insurrection
against the Thai government.
Police were seen taking
Chamlong Srimuang, a onetime mayor of Bangkok, at a
polling station where elections for the city's top job
were beginning Saturday.
Police Colonel Sarathon
Pradit has confirmed that
Chamlong, leader of a
monthslong protest against
the government, had been
arrested
Police on Aug. 27 issued
arrest warrants for nine
protest leaders on a variety
of charges including insurrection, which carries a maximum penalty of death or life
imprisonment. On Friday,
another key figure was
arrested on the same
charges.
The nine led mass street
which
demonstrations
brought down the government of Prime Minister
Samak Sundaravej last
month.

Hurricane center says Marie
continues to weaken
MIAMI The U.S.
National Hurricane Center
said Tropical Storm Marie
continues to weaken far off
Mexico's Pacific coast.
The center says Marie
has maximum sustained
winds of 45 mph (75 kph).
At 5 a.m., the storm was
essentially stationary, centered about 830 miles (1,335
kilometers) off the southern tip of Baja California.
Marie was the sixth hurricane of the eastern Pacific season.
Tropical storm Norbert
is also expected to remain
well off the coast of Mexico. On Sunday morning, it
was located about 240
miles south of Zihuatanejo,
Mexico, drifting west.

Police clash with villagers at
archaeological site; 6killed
SAN CRISTOBAL DE
LAS CASAS, Mexico Police clashed with hundreds of villagers who
seized the entrance to a
Mayan archaeological site
and six protesters were
killed, state officials said
Saturday.
Hundreds of villagers
had occupied the entrance
to the Chinkultic ruins for
nearly a month, saying they
were protesting excessive
entrance fees and a lack of
investment in the area.
The protesters fought
police with sticks, rocks
and machetes, according to
the state Justice Department. Protesters managed
to wrest guns away from
some officers and poured
gasoline on others, threatening to set them on fire,
the department said.
/
Six protesters were
killed in Friday's raid, and
two dozen other people
were injured, including/16
police, the department said.

Militants bury bodies following
suspected U.S. missile attack
DERA ISMAIL KHAN,
Pakistan - Militants on Saturday buried the bodies of
Arab comrades who were
among at least 20 people
killed when suspected U.S.
missiles hit a house near the
Afghan border, Pakistani
officials said.
The United States has
launched a flurry ofstrikes in
recent weeks against suspected al-Qaida and Taliban
targets in northwestern Pakistan, straining ties between
the two anti-terror allies.
Pakistan has been unable
or unwilling to eliminate militant sanctuaries blamed for
rising violence on both sides
of the border. The frontier
region is believed to be a
possible hiding place for alQaida leader Osama bin
Laden and his deputy,
Ayman al-Zawahri.
The latest strike reportedly took place Friday in
Mohammadkhel, a village in
the North Waziristan regioIL
The area is a stronghold of
Jalaluddin Haqqani, a veteran
Taliban commander whom
U.S. generals count among
their most dangerous foes.
Two Pakistani intelligence officials, citing reports
from field agents and
informants, said 14 Taliban
militants and eight Arabs
died in the attack about 28
miles west of Miran Shah,
the region's main town.

Old turtles' eggs don't hatch,
leave species survival in trouble
SUZHOU, China - She's
around 80 years old. He's
100. Breathless scientists
watched as the world's most
endangered turtles successfully mated
But the attempt to breed
the species' last known
female with the last known
male in China has failed
because the eggs didn't
hatch, disappointed conservationists said Saturday.
The elderly pair can try
again next year, part of a delicate attempt to keep the
species alive.
Just four known Yangtze
giant soft-shell turtles are left
and three are male.
The only female was
found in a Chinese zoo just
last year after a long and desperate search. She was
quickly protected with a surveillance camera, a guard
and bulletproof glass, and
given the nickname "China
Girl''
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Take a FREE practice test at this event and
you'll receive a detailed score analysis and exclusive
strategies to help you prepare for Test Day!
Saturday, October 18 at UCF
GMAT 8:30 a.m. -12 p.m.
MCAT 8:30 a.m. -12:30 p.m.
DAT/OAT 8:30 a.m. -12 p.m.
GRE 1 -3 p.m.
NCLEX-RN 1 - 3 p.m.

LSAT 1 -5 p.m.
PCAT 1 -3:30 p.m.

Sign up today! Call 1-800-KAP-TEST
or visit kaptest.com/practice.
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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Students YouTube·for
school spirit, free trip

..

•

CARMEN CARROQUINO

lege rankings are aimed at
graduating high-school students as a tool to help
.UCF students who have
determine
what ·colleges
Viewing Period (8/29/08-10/31/08):
filming skill~ and are thinking · The 1Ovideos with the most views
are right for them, Garton
about their March plans in
said.
during the Viewing Period will
With the introductfon of
October can enter for a chance
become finalists.
to win a tropical vacation for
the ."Why My School
Spring Break. ·
Rocks" contest, U.S. News
Top 10 Finalist Videos will be
&WcJrJd Report, wants to
U.S. News &World Report
announced (·11/3/08).
broaden its audience to colis partnering with YouTube and
lege students.
STA travel for create the "Why
Judging Period: (11/3/08-1 lll/08):
By hearing directly from
My School Rocks" college
Rnarist videos will be viewed by a
video contest.
college
students what is
· panel ofjudges One Grand Prize
unique about their school,
The contest is looking for . Winner will be selected.
the overall creativity of what
Garton said that high
students and faculty have to say
school
juniors and seniors
Notification Period: (11/10/08about their school. Entries can
can
use
the student testi11/11/08): Sponsor shall attempt to
range from humorous to cam- .
moniais
as
another {actor in
contact Grand Prize winner.
determining the best colpus tours, anything that, "Caplege for them.
tures the essence of what
_makes your school rock,"
Garton doesn't know the
contest. These videos are
Christie Garton said. Garton is
posted as video comments, exact effect the contest
the online manager of audience
and can be no longer than_ would have on the admis& business development at the 10 minutes. Videos should sions of those colleges feamagazine.
·
be submitted on or before tured, but said "only posiThe grand prize winner will
October 31, 2008 to be con- tive, if anything."'
win a trip for two to Jamaica,
Information on how the
sidered for judging.
Uie Bahamas or Cancun or AcaOnce
videos
are rankings are calcuJ_ated and
·pulco, Mexico, where airfare
uploaded, judging for the what factors help deterand hotel package are included.
winner will be based on mine them can be found at
Garton said students will
how many views the video . www.usnews.com.
\ have free reign when· it comes
Christine Dellert, a news
received. Self-promoting
to the videos, although she also
the video through friends, . writer for UCF News and
' said that controversial and family and social network- Information, explained that
libelous issues· should be left
ing sites such as Myspace the contest is a great oppor'i>Ut.
and Facebook will improve tunity to display ·the po~ian entrient's chance of tive aspects of UCF.
1 Students can upload their·
"This
university is
videos
at
being tlie Grand prize winunique in so many ways www.usnews.com/youtubener.
The. top-IO videos with its relative youth compared
the greatest number of to other colleges of similar
views will be selected as sizes, beautiful · campus,
finalists, where judges will modern facilities and stuthen pick one winner. The dents from all walks of life
, winner will be announced and countries around the
by the U.S. News judging world," Dellert said.
Dellert said students
team on November 12,
should take advantage of
2008.
U.S. News &World the . project in order to
Report annually features "show people across the
their rankings of the best country why they're proud
•
co1:}eges in the U.S. The col- to be a Knight."
Submission-Period (8/29/08 10/31/08)

Contributing Writer
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Walsh was the student
body president in 1977 and is
now a chair on the UCF
Board of 'Ii:ustees.
"The university has done a
good job of staying relevant
and partnering," Walsh said
The first day of classes at
FIU was Oct. 7, 1968, with a
total enrollment of 1,948 students, with 120 total faculty
members spread out between
two buildings and fewer than
30 degree programs offered.
UCF, now the sixth-largest
in the country, has an enroll. ment ofmore than 50,000 students, 1,258 full-time faculty
members, 163 buildings, 220
degree programs and has
grown to incorporate U
regional campuses in addition to the main campus.
Another alumnus, Blaine
Sweatt, who graduated in
1976, has fond memories of
. the University and feels the
University has grown by
leaps ·and bounds since he
graduated
"Over the yeari,- since its
beginnings as FTU, [the
school] has changed dramatically into the University of
Central Florida and has truly
become a world-class uruversity," Sweatt" said:
In addition to being a
retired presid~nt of new business for Darden Restaurants,
where he inven"ted the con- .
cepts for Olive Garden and
Seasons 52 among others,
Sweatt also still serves on the
UCF Foundation Committee
and funds
scholarships
offered by UCF as well.
"It's fun to keep the
involvement up," Sweatt said.
The first president of the·
university was Charles Millican. Millican came up with
not only the FIU name, but
also the choice of the Pegasus
as the official school emblem
and the use of black and gold
as the school colors. ·
FIU changed its name to
· UCF under the administration of the second president,
'frevor Colbourn, as a reflec-

idea of the vulture. Finally, a
knight was suggested and
chos~ as the official mascot.
Thus, the UCF Knights were
born in 1970.
UCF also established a
football team in 1979, generatip.g a new official sport for the
university, along with the formation of the UCF Marching
Knights.
.
COURll:SY SPECIAL COLLECTIONS ANO UNIVERSITY ARCHIVES
The
late
1980s
saw
the rise
The first male and female freshman and
of the third president ofUCF,
junior students with Dan Chapman,
center, the first registrar.
Steven Altman. He is credited
with further developing the
tion of the growth of liberal reputation and profile ofUCF
.arts and other academic pro- and turning it into a major
metropolitan university.
grams.
In 1992, current president
UCF, despite being one of
the youngest universities in John Hitt took over. During
Florida, has a storied past, his tenure as president, severwith several artifacts still in al more accomplishments
existence to record its past. have been made to further the
Many of these pieces ofhisto- development of the universiry can still be found ·in the ty.
These include the· estabUCF special collections
archive in the library's fifth lishment of the Burnett Honors College and the Women's
floor.
"This is an impressive feat Research Center, the opening
to be where we're at, which is of the Rosen College of Hosever more reason to preserve pitality Management and
this history," said April construction of Bright House ·
Anderson, senior archivist of Networks Stadimn
To honor the milestone of
the UCF special collections
archive. Anderson said that UCF's 40th anniversary, a virone of the most prized pos- tual commemoration will be
sessions in the archives arti- taking place on the UCF Web
fact collection is the shovel site. It will include pictures,
used at the ground breaking · videos and retrospectives on
ofFlorj.da Technological Uni- the university's history.
"This is such an exciting
versity. Another interesting
relic from UCF's past is ·a taxi- time for UCF - many people
dermy vulture that once used remember what the campus
to frequent the campus, was like 40 years ago, and to
almost turning into the see all the growth today in our
student- body, facilities and
school's mascot.
"Students really, really research, it's really amazjng,"
wanted this vulture as their · said. UCF News & Informamascot," Anderson sai& "To tion's Christine Dellert said
Students like junior legal
this day, I have alumni that ·
tell me _that they still believe studies major Fabio Duran
they were cheated out of their are also impressed ·by UCF
mascot, and there was some' reaching the b.ig 4-0.
"I think it's impressive
conspiracy because the
administration didn't want that UCF has been around for
40 years and.that it has groWh
the vulture as the mascot."
Other mascot possibilities so.much and is still growing,"
included ·a small spaceman Duran said. 'We are building
with a round, orange body , a medical school and other
called the "Citronaut." This .things. We are one of the
was the first proposed mas- larg~st universities in the
cot, but the idea was quickly country. We have come a long
turned down, leading to the way in 40 years."
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lnce~tives • Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include· • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($300-$500)

/ • Special scholarship programs exist for E11gineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.

www.LOVEFIFl.co.m
*Orders placed by 1pm PST
usually ship same day.
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Resolution passes 17-14
FROM

Al

Studies Seat 1, who introduced
the resolution.· "It was a bit
controversial, a very much discussed resolution."
Robinson stood behind a
lectern with supporter Jessica
Osborn, the president ofUCFs
Gay, Lesbian. Bisexual Student
Union while the senators
debated.
"I didn't expect to
there and see this easily go
through," Robinson said. "I
knew it was going to have all
the issues, and that's normal.
Being that we are so diverse
and represent different parts of
the univer~ity, I was kind of
happy with the debate. I was
happy that people were speaking their minds. I was more
happy when people came out
and said, 'I'm against this'
rather than kind . of going
around the issue."
"If it was unanimous then
we wouldn't really represent
the student body," said Sen.
Alexander Mancero, College of
Sciences Seat 9, on the floor
after the vote.
''If you're going to be in the
Student Government Association, you're going to have to
speak your mind and say how
you feel." -Robinson said "I feel
that sometimes it's hard for
people, but I feel that it's necessary." .
Sen. Will Lusk, College of
Sciences Seat 6, said that it's up
to the Florida voters, not the
government.
''Even if we pass it, it's not
going to do anything,'1Lusk said
during the debate.
Sen. Patrick Stauffer, College of Engineering and Computer Science Seat 4, said not.to
dismiss the resolution all

walk

get the chance to come here
and write resolutions, and
that's what our job is: to represent them"
Osborn approached Robinson to write Resolution 40-35.
"I feel great," Osborn said ·
after the resolution passed "I
kind of understood part of the
question like, 'What is the
whole point of this?' The point
is that I've asked many of my
oWI}' team, as the president of
- JESSICA OSBORN
,
the Gay club, every one ofthem
PRESIDENT OF UCF'S GAY LESBIAN
,
BISEXUAL STUDENT UNION
wants to see their senators that
are working for them especially with a very controversial
together. The Student Senate issue.
·
has no place speaking for the
''We don't want to be conentire student body, and they sidered as second-class citishould focus on issues for stu- zens. The only reason, in my
dents as students and not as opinion, why the · Senate
Florida residents, Stauffer said brought up ~t they shouldn't
Mancero then said the reso- be boarding on it just because
lution does affect the students it's. political, it's because of the
because they live in Central GLBT (gay, lesbian, bisexual, •
transgender) issue. I think if it
Florida
Sen. Shane Chism, College were something else, they may
of Engineering and Computer not have such a problem votipg
on it."
'
Science Seat 3, disagreed.
''It's not our right to debate.
"The more we bring it up,
It's meant for protests. It's the more people would undermeant for Tallahassee. The stand the GLBT community,
fight is with them," Chism said · how 'normal and same' we are
Chism said he opposes with the rest of the communiAmendment 2 but feels that ty," Osborn said
. they're opening Pandora's Box,
Obsorne ·also serves as a
which would be hard to close. field organizer to get resoluHe asked where to draw the tions passed froni major Floriline on every political philoso- da universities to send to Tallaphy that comes up.
hassee.
Florida
State
"It all depends on the next University's student senate
group ofstudents who represent passed its resolution the night
the student body," Robinson before UCF's SGA did
said 'There are a lot ofnew senRobinson will not be part of
ators, and it's going to depend on the 41st Student Senate. His
how they view things. .
message for the upcoming
''For me, writing this [reso- Senate: "Remember who electlution] was not a hard decision. ed you. Remember who got
I represented the students who you here. And remember to
wanted this, and they're not keep representing everyone as
student senators. They don't best as you can."

'We don't want
tobe
considered as
second class
citizens.'

FREE LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services
C_urrently enrolled students are entitled to consult with program attorneys about legal matters
and receive advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and including all
stages of trial, may be provided in certain types of cases, such as the following:
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Students told to avoid candles
candle left $120,000 of water
and smoke damage.
Assistant Director of
good distance from the site
so fire fighters could do their Housing and Residency Life,
job during an emergency.
Jessica Raymond, said that
October is Fire Preven- when fires happen, protocol
tion Month aims to teach fire is followed and works.
safety
and prevention,
Housing security can;ieras
according to a news release have been upgraded and ution FEMKs Web site.
lized when safety devices are
The fire department was tampered with, which is a
available for students to ask felony offense. Smoke detecquestions. Mulhall said this tors in all UCF housing are
was, "mutually beneficial so checked monthly and Resistudents can see what we dent Assistants are trained to
need to do in the ·case of a use fire extinguishers and
fire and gives us an opportu- assist students to specifi:ed
nity to get familiar with the evacuation areas.
building."
Fire pull stations are built
Mulhall said fires in stu- in each unit of official UCF
dent housing facilities are Off-Campus Housing and
unique because they, take' fire stop systems are in place
place in small areas with under kitchen hoods to prelarge amounts of people and vent stovetop fires.
can produce a lot of smoke in
Raymond encouraged all
a short amount of time.
students to own and know
It is when ·people become how to operate a fire extincomplacent and do not take guisher.
fire hazards seriously that
She also highly reGomincidents happen, Mulhall mended that students take
said
advantage of the insurance
An April fire in Tower IV policies offered by the
caused by an unattended National Student Services,
FROM

Al

Inc. She said that their services are underutilized, and
for their live-in staff it is a
must. Literature on how to
obtain coverage for personal
property if damaged by fire,
water or theft was handed
out to students during the
fire drills on campus.
·
Mulhall encouraged students to follow housing poll-.
cies, to never tamper with
smoke detectors or block
sprinklers and to resist using
candles.
"[Students] are then in a
situation where they have to
hide them, and candles hold
residual heat that can lead to
a fire," Mulhall said.
He also recommend having an emergency plan with
roommates and an alternative' exit strategy in case a
stairway is blocked.
Health and safety checks
and fire drills are conducted
each semester and the UCF
housing team is also working closely with the Fire
Department on planning
more programs related to
fire safety. ·

Latina lifeimportant in work
Al

essay by UCF English professor Dr. Cecilia Milanes,
essays Something
to "Much of Alvarez's work
Declare. She's also written deals with. immigrant and
poetry collections such as specifically Latina, life in the
Homecoming, 'The Other Side, .United States - issues ·of
acculturation/assimilation,
and Seven Trees.
language difficulAlvarez was born in New ·
York City, and when
she was
3
months old her
family moved
back to their
native Domini- .
can Republic.
They ret;urned to
the United States
when she was lQ.
. Her writing is a
reflection upon
many issues that
!
affect the Latin
~ Upon a
community.
According to an
u1nceanera
FROM

.

....

ties, and citizenship are evident."
Alvarez is best known for
her novel In the Time of the
Butte,jlies, based on the true
story of the Mirabal sistets
who were murdered after
attempting to overthrow the
Dominican dictator Rafael
Leonida& Trujillo in 1960.
Alvarez has won
awards for her achieve- .
ments in writing, such as
the Third Woman Press
Award, the Robert Frost
Fellow in Poetry and the
La Reina Creative Writing
Award Today Alvarez is a
writer-in-residence at her
alma mater, Middlebury
College in Vermont.

-;

"In the Time of the Butterflies" and
"Once a Upon a Quinceanera" are
among Julia Alvarez's books. .

1

• Landlord/tenant problems affecting student's living arrangements
·in the community
• Consumer problems confronting individual students ~
• Traffic cases

0MERCK

• Criminal law
• Uncontested dissolution of marriage
• Bankruptcy

www.s1u1eua1.sdes.uc1.edu
Students in need of legal service should contact, eith~r in person or by telephone (407-823-2538), ·
Student Legal Services in Room 1421 Ferrell Commons. All consultations,are by appointment only.
·
No legal advice will be given over the phone.
·

liliJ

HPV FACTS: .

Call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit the Ferrell Commons, room 142.
Monday - Friday 8am · 5pm.
Funded by Activity & Service Fee through the Student Government association

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough
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ASK AT THE CAMPUS HEALTH CENTER

.
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$JI by donating plasma
· regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Sp~ial-New and Re!urn (not donated in the la~t 6 months)

HPV.COM

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com
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BALL STATE SHOWS UP IN AP
TOP 25 POLL FOR FIRSTTIME
NEW YORK (AP.)- Ball State made
its first appearance in the AP Top 25 poll

·'

Sunday.
.,
The Cardinals have remained
unbeaten while losing one oftheir best .
players to·a career-ending spine injury. ·
Oklahoma was No. 1.Alabama was
No1,and Missouri moved up one spot to
No.3 after winning 52-17 at Nebraska.
l5U dropped a spot to No.4 after an
offweek,andTexas remained No.5.
Ball State, located in Muncie, lnd,,is
offto its best start since going 9--0 to
begin the 1%5 season.The Cardinals
won their si><!h straight game Saturday
night, shutting out Toledo 31--0 to
improve to 3--0 in the Mid-American
Conference.
It's already been an emotional sea- .
son for coach Brady Hoke's team. On
Sept20,star receiver Dante Love was
injured when he took a head-on hit
during the Cardinals' 42-20 victory over
Indiana. He underwent surgery and is
expected to make a complete recovery,
but his football career is over.
The team vowed to use Love as an
inspiration and so far it has not missed
a beat without him.The Cardinals are
11th in the country in total offense at
1 472 yards per game.

.

CORAL GABLES, Fla. - Miami
linebacker Colin McCarthy will miss the
remainder ofthe season because of a
· shoulder injury.
Miami coach Randy Shannon said
Sunday that McCarthy, who has had
ongoing shoulder problems since high
school, suffered his latestinjury in
practice last week.
McCarthy did not play in Miami's
41-39 loss to Florida State on Saturday.
Before getting injured, McCarthy was
the Hurricanes' third-leading tackler
this season.
Also Sunday,Shannon said defensive
end Eric Moncur's status for the
remainder ofthe season is unknown
because of a leg injury.
.
Moncur had sports hernia surgery
over the summer,and has been
bothered by a leg injury not related to
the hernia - plus is still dealing with
the death bf his his 42-year-old mother,
who succumbed to cancer last month.
He left the field briefly on Saturday to ·
be checked in the locker room;came
back into the game for part of the
second quarter,but didn't play again
after halftime.

DOLPHINS MAKE ITTWO IN A
ROW BY BEATING SAN DIEGO

•
•

MIAMI-The Miami Dolphins are
winning the old-fashioned way.The
single wing helped build a lead, and a
goal-line stand preserved it.
Ronnie Brown scored the decisive
touchdown from the formation the
Dolphins revived two weeks ago,their
smothering defense rose to the
occasion atthe 1-yard line in the fourth
quarter,and Miami pulled offits second
successive upset by beating San Diego
17-10 Sunday.
The Dolphins' defense held 2007
NFL MVP l.aDainian Tomlinson to just
35 rushing yards on 12 carries.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Running back
sets career ·bests ·
in needed win

THE BREAKDOWN

Defensive ·pressure leads
.way to Knights' triumph
PADRICK BREWER

BRIAN MURPHY

Editor-in-Chief

Sports Editor

The UCF Football team needed its defense to shore up,
its offense to step up and for some plays to go its way.
The Knights got all three Saturday in a .31-17 victory
against the SMU Mustangs, allowing 376 yards of offense,
Ronnie Weaver having his first 100-yard game and the
defense accumulating four sacks and three interceptions.
' UCF head coach George O'Leary said it was a big win
for the program, and with the Miami Hurricanes up next,
followed by Tulsa, East Carolina and Southern Miss, Saturday was almost a must-win.
,
Here were the keys to the Knights' victory:

They needed it, they wanted it, and
in the end, the Knights got it. The UCF
Football team avoided dropping into
an 0-2 hole
ForUCF Football
in Conferphotogallery:
ence USA
www.UCFNews.com
with a crucial 31-17
victory against SMU on Saturday
night.
The Knights (2-3 overall, 1-1 in CUSA) were able to snap their threegame losing streak with the help of
backup quarterback Michael Greco
and the first 100-yard game in running
back Ronnie Weaver's career. The
Mustangs dropped to 1-5, 0-3 in the
conference.
UCF starting quarterback Rob Galabrese played the entire first half, completed five of nine passes for 32 yards
and lead UCF to a 10-10 tie at the half.
The Knights got the ball first in the second half and the switch was 'made to
Greco. UCF head c<;>ach George
O'Leary said that he really put Greco
into the game "just to see what· he
could get done:'
Greco showed what he could do on
his second drive..After senior Joe Burnett set the Knights up with a punt
return to SMU's 46-yard line, Greco

.

STARTING 'CANES LINEBACKER
TO MISS REST OF THE SEASON

•
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UCF running back Ronnie Weaver throws SMU safety Rock Dennis to the ground during a 48-yard run in the Knights' 31-17 win Saturday. Weaver finished the game with a career-high 123 rushing yards on 25 carries.

G

Stonn Trouper
UCF went with three down lineman several times during the game, a shift from its normal 4-3 alignment.
.
Defensive lineman Torrell Troup and the rest of the .
defensive line dominated SMU line all evening.
UCF came into the game with six sacks on the season,
·
· but the Knights had four against the Mustangs.
Two of them were by juniot Jarvis. Geathers, who
transferred from'Feather River Community College. .
Troup said the unit's success came from practice, and
that the practice squad did a great job of preparing the'
starters for what SMU would do.
'We just said 'go forward,'·" Troup said"... We want to
go forward, get pressure. Everything doesn't have to be a
sack We want to get pressure, get in his face and make ·
him hold that ball."
·
·
· The Knights also got a huge game from sophomore
linebacker Derrick Hallman, who tied a career high with
seven tackles and also recorded an interception
The Knights did allow the Mustangs - which came in
with the 2oth~best passing offense in the country - to get

SARAH ROGERS / CENT\lALFLORIDA FUTURE

UCF defensive tackle Torrell Troup constantly harassed Mustangs' quarterback Bo
Levi Mitchell Saturday. Troup recorded 4 tackles in the game, 2 for losses.

351 yards through the air. But 94 of those came on one
blown assignment in the beginning of the fourth quarter.
Aside from the huge play, UCF kept Bo Levi Mitchell
unsure in the pocket and stopped the Mustangs from getting yards after the catch.

Special teams

.

. Sophomore punter Blake Clingan continued to put
opponents in poor field position He average~ 42.3 yards
PLEASE SEE

Four goals lead to victory
WILLIAM PERRY
StaffWriter

With four goals on the
night, the UCF Women's
Soccer team shut out Marshall on Friday to walk away
with a convincing victory.
To open the first half, each
team searched for some sort
of momentum, but as the half
!
progressed, UCF's speed
steadily allowed it to take
over the game, leading to two
first half goals.
Nikki Moore streaked up
the wing with ball in control
and secured a comer kick for ·

m

For a recap of UCF's
Sunday match:

www.UCFNews.com

the Knights after her shot
was knocked out of play.
The corner was sent in,
and Stacie Hubbard headed a
pass to over to Courtney
Whidden . for the goal, her
second on the season.
The Knights added to
their lead 8 minutes later,
after Yvonne George dashed
up the side on one of several
breakaways for her.
She slid a pass over to
Danielle dos Santos, who

dropped it bade to Emily
Maynard.
With
no
defenders
around, Maynard slammed it
into the top of the net to put
the Knights up 2-0. It was her
first of the year.
George just missed on
another breakaway as the
defender caught up to her_
She was only able to slip a
shot toward the net, but a
Marshall player was there to
knock it away.
Just 6 -minutes into the
second half, Whidden added
PLEASE SEE

BACKUPS ON A9

KNIGHTS ON AS

PLEASESEE

WEAVER ON AS

UCFforward
Courtney Whidden
scored 2 of the
Knights' 4 goals
against Marshall on
Friday. Entering
Sunday, she hiid 3
goals this year.
CFF ARCHIVE
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UCF honors past, defeats Herd
RYAN BASS
Staff Writer

'I almost cried.-It was the coolest
thing I had ·ever seen.'

The UCF Volleyball team
unveiled a new banner honoring the 1978 undefeated
- UCF VOLLEYBALL'S ERIN CAMPBELL
AIAW National ChampiDESCRIBING THE CEREMONYTO UCF'S 1978 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP T~AM
onship squad on Friday at
The Venue. Head coach Todd
Dagenais stood off to the side
UCF held a 24-21 lead near
and applauded with his team. the trail."
The 1978 team also got to the end of the fourth set, but
Junior Erin Campbell almost
shed a tear.
witness a win. The Knights the Thundering Herd used a
· "I ~ost cried," Campbell defeated Marshall 3-2 (25-22, 5-0 run,to steal the game and
said of the ceremony. "It ·was 23-25, 25-21, 24-26 and 15-12) in extend the match to the decithe coole.s t thing I had ever · a thrilling five-set match, sive fifth set:
"We just didn't execute
improving their record to 11-6
seen."
Seconds after its five-set overall and 3-1 in conference. and that had a lot to do with
victory over Marshall, every UCF showed 576 fans at The what Marshall was doing,"
member of the current UCF Venue just how good they Dagenais said of his team's
team walked over to tlie front can be when the pressure is collapse in the fourth set.
"They were double blocking
of the stands where on.
"Once we ~ot into thaf our primary hitters and servmembers of the 55-0 1978
team sat. Hugs and thank fifth game, we got into a ing tough. They were making
rhythm," Dagenais said. "I felt all the right decisions and
yous were eX;_changed.
"I thought that was kind of pretty good about it. Once we they didn't win by accident."
The Knights took the final
cool," Dagenais said. "We got that couple-point barrier
were talldn~ about making and we were getting to the set 15-12 and had four players
sure that we honor them. end of the match, I thought reach double-digit ltj.lls. They
They just went over and kind · we were in pretty good posi- were led by Campbell who
had 22: Stephanie Serna (17),
of thanked them for blazing tion to close it out."

row

Janine Williams (14) and
Jenny Heppert (13) had big
nights offensively as well, but
Campbell came up huge for
UCF all night long.
"[Campbell] was pretty
big for us tonight and you will
notice in the fifth set, because
she was doing so well, I started her [at] left front," Dagenais said. "We were going to
bring her across the front row '
and ride her arm. She did a
rtj.ce job."
Marshall made it interesting in the final set, pulling to
within 14-12, but Serna m;ide
sure the · Knights wouldn't
collapse for a second straight
set, and her kill gave UCF the
victory.
,
"We weren't going to let a
game four repeat," Serna said.
"We are good at learning our
lessons and making a change.
I think we did a really good
job."

•
•
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\.ICF's Erin Campbell goes for a kill during the Knights' match versus Marshall on Friday.
Campbell was 1 of 5 Knights with 10 or more kills. She led the team with 22 kills.

WeaverCollects first lOO~yard game · Knights ·p unt SMU·
Mitchell connected with
wide receiver Aldrick Robinson for a 94-yard
stepped up in ,t he pocket and
touchdown pass, the secfoup.d Brian Watters wide open
. ond-longest play in school
in the middle of the field on a .
history. Robinson finished
third-and-20 play. The ball was
the game with 10 catches for
under thrown, but that was of
210 yards, the second-most
no matter since no · Mustang
receiving yards in an SMU
was within 10 yru;ds of Watters,
game.
who scored on a,56-yard touchBut another touchdown
down.
throw from Greco and an
"[O'Leary] told me that I
interception by safety Sha'rwas going in at halftime, that I
eff Rashad within the final
needed to start moving the ··
two minutes clinched UCF's
. chains and makiing big plays,"
first conference victory.
Greco said.
GREGORY TERRITO/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The Knights gained just
Linebacker Derrick FJall- UCF quarterback Michael Greco entered Saturday's game at the start of the second half.
· 280 total yards against a
man -collected one of UCF's Greco didn't commit a turnover and led the KnigKts o,n 3 touchdown drives.
.
defense that was giving up a
three interceptions off SMU
quarterback Bo Levi Mitchell first collegiate touchdown to . commend my offensive line, nation-leading 519 yards per
on the Mustangs' next drive to put the Knights up 24-10 with· my tight ends and . wide game, but UCF's q.efense
receivers blocking for me helped out with three
· put the Knights in great scoring 5:32 to play in the third quarter.
down field. I just thank them turnovers and four sacks.
Weaver spent the Knights'
position. Starting on SMU's 17The Mustangs held ii 7-3
yard . line, the Knights and past three games splitting car- because it's just a team effort
first quarter lead after a 14- .
-O'Leary had a decision to make .ries .with three running backs on' the offense."
Weaver was the focus of . play, 77-yard drive that took
after an 8-yard run by Greco and didn't find much room to
ended up one yard· short of a run when he did get his oppor- one of the plays of the game, 7 minutes and 30 seconds
and SMU safety Rock Den-· was completed by Andrew
tunities.
third down.
McKinney's 1-yard touch- ·
He gained just 121 rushing nis will never forget it.
On fourth and 1 from the 8,
· On a s~cond quarter play down plunge. SMU tacked
0 1Leary gambled. He didn't yards on 41 carries through the
think. settling for three points Knights' previous three games. from UCF's 47-yard line, on a 33-yard field goal to
would be enough against a On Saturday, however, the red- Weaver gave the crowd a take a 10-3 advantage into
flash back to the days of the second quarter.
·
pass-happy SMU offense. He shirt freshman turned into a
Smith,
burst
through
UCF
tied
the
score
at
10Keviri
workhorse
back.
He
gained
123
called for a quarterback sneak ·
two
drives
later,
and with a second effort, Greco yards on 25 carries.and was the the right side of the line and 10
down the sideline. Davis · highlighted by Weaver's
only UCF back to touch 'the
got the yard he needed.
attempted to stop· Weaver, strong run and Calabrese's
Weaver ran off of left guard ball.
"It's a blessing from God," · but Weaver responded with first rushing score at UCF..
on the next play and with some
a vicious stiff arm that threw
The Knights will try to
great blocl<s from lineman Weaver said of his performCody Minnich, he scored his · ance. "I can do. nothing but . Davi$ to the ground. Weaver take the momentum fron;i.
stepped ·out at the 5-yard this win into their next
'
line for the Knights' longest game, a visit to the Universirun of the se~on at 48 yards. ty of Miami Hurri~anes.
The Mustangs cut their Kickoff is scheduled for 3:45
deficit back to seven early in p.m. Saturday at Dolphin
the fourth quarter when Stadium.
·
FROM

A7

with Clingan's help
FROM

A7·

on his seven punts, pinning
the Mustangs inside their
· own 20-yard line three times.
Although he has played in
18 career game~, Clingan has
91 punts for his career, which
is sixth-most in UCF history.
Joe Burnett once · again
shined for the Knights, compiling 148 return yards on
four punt returns, a kickoff
return and an interception
return.
But his brightest moment
was one that was nullified.
Near the end of the third
quarter, Burnett took a high~
Thomas Morstead punt at
the UCF 30-yard line. Nearly
surrounded by SMU and
UCF players, he dart_e d up
the.right sideline, all the way
to end zone.
Unfortunately for UCF,.
the referee had inadvertently
blown his whistle, and the .
Knights were left with the
ball on the 30-yard line.

Twofo~one
UCF used two quarterbacks - Rob Calabrese and
Michael Greco - to get its
first victory since August 30.
Calabrese played all of
the first half, completing filve
of his nirie pass attempts for
32 yards. .He led th~_Knights
down the field for a field
goal on their first drive by
consistently' hitting receivers

on short routes.
Then, at the start of the
second half, O'Leary made a
switch to Greco, because, he
said jokingly, of divine intervention. ·
It was an inspired choice.
Greco was 4-of-8 for 94
yards, and he led the Knights
on three scoring drives,
including a crucial 15-yard
completiorl on third down to
Khymest Williams for a
touchdown that put the
·game away with 1:34 left.
After the game, Greco
said that his knee, which he ·
hurt against Boston College,
still hurt and was swelling a
lot, but that he expected to
go through treatment and be
ready for Saturday's game at
Miami. .

•
,
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Final words
If there were a template ·
that .the Knights would 'like
to follow as th~ move forward in the season, it would
be their perfonI)ance Saturday: A running game that
continually converted first
downs, the occasional big
play on offense, stellar special teams play and a defense
that kept its opponents' big .
plays to a minimum.
Now the Kr}ights just .
have to build upoµ that template, because up next is the
Miami Hurricanes, a team
that barely lost to Florida
State on Saturday.
,
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Backups see playing time
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her second goal of the
night to put UCF up 3-0.
George sent a pass about a
foot off the ground to
Whidden for the redirection. Marshall goalie Liz
Orton was only able to get
a hand on it, and the ball
clanked off the cross bar,
then off the right post and
finally slipped over the
line for the goal.
"She's just a great finisher," UCF head coach
Amanda Cromwell said of
Whidden. "Instinctually,
she gets in on corner kicks
and she's just a classic finisher. She's not the fastest,
she's not the most dynamic but she can put the ball
in the back of the net."
With the game all but
secure, UCF subbed out
most of its starters and
allowed some of its
younger players to get
some playing time.
"It's always nice to get
a rest and you don't have
to travel and you can rest
some players and have
fresh legs against for East
Carolina," Cromwell said.
UCF goalie Aline Reis
didn't face many difficult
shots, and was forced to
make only one save in her
57 minutes of action.
With the Knights up 30, Reis was also relieved.
Lynzee Lee came in at the
56:07 mark, making it the
first time Reis has come
out of a game this year.
In the 77th minute,
UCF added another goal
to make the game 4-0.
Brianna Schooley sent
a long ball over the middle
to the far right side, where
she quickly hit a strike
from 20 yards out into the
bottom left comer of the
net for her third goal of
year.
With the game out of
reach, Marshall also
subbed out its goalie late

.

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

UCF goalkeeper Aline Reis faced just 1 shot on goal against Marshall on Friday.

in the game. The Knights registered 24 shots on the night,
the most for them on the season, 12 of which were on goal.
Emily Maynard and Becca
Thomas led the way with
four
shots.
Amanda
Martorana, Hanna Wilde and
George each had three.
George also had two assists
on the night.
"I think it was a good 90
minutes," Cromwell said.
"We finished well, and it was
nice to get two first half goals
pretty quick in the second
half. We played pretty well,
all the subs that came in
helped and it was a team
effort.
"It's a good win. We've

NEWS TO NOTE
FIREAWAY
The Knights finished Friday's game
with a season-high 24 shots.
FOURSCORE
"
UCF's four goals were a season high.

had some games where we
played pretty well but not for
the whole game. Tonight, we
played a complete 90 minutes."
The Knights are now 7-3-1
overall, and 2-1 in Conference
USA. The Herd dropped to 34-4 overall, 1-2 in C-USA.

OPEN

UNIVERSI'IY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

DAILY

UNTIL

2AM

Take advantage
of your opportuni

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UCF College of Graduate Studies
off~rs a variety of options to help
finance your education.

U niversityWalkin.com
, Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

The priority deadline for
fellowship consideration
is fast approaching, so
please apply now!

For more information
please visit our website:

..
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UCF

CoLI..EGB OF
GRADUATE STl.JDIE'.S
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Wha"t "the candida"tes' WoW charac"ters look like:
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Open teaching is
the w-ay to go
W

ouldn't it be nice if we
lived in a world where
college meant more
than a simple piece of paper?
A world where you could
pick and choose all of your classes that were tailored exactly to
your interests, rather than what a
department says you should
study?
For some students this world
is a reality, like those at the Utah
State University. Last year, David
Wtley taught an online class at
Utah State that had about 15 students officially enrolled in the ·
course. By the end of the course,
he also had five students who
were not enrolled that participated throughout the entire semester and did all of the assigned
homework and papers the same
as the rest of the students.
At the end of the semester,
those who were enrolled got
their grade from the school, but
those who weren't enrolled in
the class received a signed
homemade certificate of completion from Wtley that could be
used to prove that the class was
taken.
Some people might ask why
you would take a class if you're
not getting credit for it. The
answer is that some students
don't care about the credit, they
just want the general knowledge
and skills that the class provides.
Antonio Fini, a doctoral student atthe University of Florence, took the class but was one
of the five who were not
enrolled. He told the Chronicle of
Higher Education that the certificate of completion is all the
recognition he needs.
"I include it in my [curriculum vitae,]" Fini said.

We think this is a great idea to
get more people into college that
either can't afford it or don't necessarily want the whole experience. Obviously, it would most
likely have to be limited to
online classes, because if schools
started opening their traditional
doors to anyone and everyone,
the four-year students would
suffer.
Offering higher educational
instruction and learning materi- '
als is not necessarily a brandnew concept, but it has not
caught on like Wtley hoped it
would. While at Utah State, he
was the director of the Center
for Open and Sustainable Leaming. The school's administration
was not aware of the certificates
that Wiley was issuing until after
he left to take a position at
Brigham Young University.
When Michael K Freeman,
the associate dean for education
· outreach at Utah State, heard
about the free education, he told
the Chronicle, "I would have said
'let's ask around before doing
that,' simply because rm a cautious administrator." He wasn't
averse to the idea, he just wanted
more information and Wiley's
peers' approval before they
would have approved it.
The Massachusetts Institute
of Technology was actually one
of the first institutions to come
up with the idea of "open teaching." In 2001, MIT officials wanted to make lecture notes and
course materials available for
free online in every course.
According to the Chronicle, MIT
didn't really see a problem with
giving away the information,
because it's no different than
going to a bookstore, buying a

textbook and attempting to teach
yourself the material. It's the
interaction with professors who
will actually teach you the information that they deem most
valuable. That's where MIT, and
unfortunately, many other
schools draw the line.
Higher education has always
been seen as a privilege, not a
right. But should that change?
Our tax dollars help fund
public universities, so shouldn't
every tax-paying citizen be entitled to some amount of free education in return? In countries
such as Denmark, Sweden and
Finland, college is free to every- .
one, and, in some cases, the governments even pay them to
attend because they realize the
importance of having a well-educated workforce.
We don't necessarily think the
entire college process should be
free in the United States,
because taxes would have to skyrocket, but there's no reason we
can't provide a certain level of
higher education to every citizen, free of charge.
Plenty of employers want
specific skill sets and would
probably rather not wait four
years for potential employees to
finish an entire degree. If you
could just take a class online and
not worry about registering with
the school or paying an exorbitant amount of money for it,
what's the harm?
It seems like it has become
the American way to charge for
every little detail of one's life.
Hopefully, we can one day
use our Nordic friends as an
example to create a semi-subsidized higher education system in
the U.S.

VP debate didn't
offer n1uch clarity
W

•
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ell, we are tom.
After Thursday's
Vice Presidential
debate, we couldn't possibly
stomach telling you which party
to tum to yet. In fact, we are
almost to a state of apathy.
Almost being the key word.
So we're going to take this
time to tell you just how ridiculous the entire debacle seemed.
Let's begin with the battle
between Senator Joe Biden and
Governor Sarah Palin. According to a CNN poll, Biden won
the debate wi.th 51 percent of 611
adults polled.
We couldn't possibly agree
more with those results. He did
seem to offer more solid
answers, with a sharp appeal
toward framing McCain as a
Bush lackey.
Sure, Biden won, as a typical
politician should. Perhaps this is
why the same poll indicated 70
percent of respondents viewed
him as a "typical politician."
Oh, but we can't forget about
our lovely beauty queen
candidate, Sarah "Maverick''
Palin. Maverick is not her real
middle name, but it might as
well be .:._ she used the word
about a million times in one
night.
In the same CNN poll, 54
percent of respondents said
Palin was more likeable. Well,
duh. We think of the two candidates, Palin obviously seems the
most down-to-earth. In fact, she
seems the most human and
probably the most genuine.
Using references to her kids and
doing what looked like a slight
wink at the camera, she comes
off as a very real person who
can relate to the real things
plaguing all of us - although
the wink kind of creeped us out.
On the other hand, spewing
cliches like, ·~ericans are

cravin' that straight talk," and
Biden was wrong. And the back"walk the walk if you can talk
and-forth "he said, she said"
the talk," only catches the attencontinued. Honestly, who the
heck are we supposed to
tion of the growing population
of ignorant Americans.
believe?
Don't get us wrong; we don't
A good majority of Amerithink Palin rocked the room.
cans are not going to know little
Her claim that pulling troops
tiny details about who voted for
out of Iraq with a flustered com- · what or who said this or that. So
ment about showing a white flag why is it that these politicians
are using rhetoric to convince us
of surrender just wasn't convincing compared to Biden's
of something during a debate?
There always seems to be more
straightforward, ''we will end
this war." The truly shocking
to the story and missing pieces
to the puzzle. We write this now
part is that she didn't fall comwith a grin on our faces, as we
pletely on her face like she did
relish in the bogus manipulation
in the Katie Courie interview
of these mysterious politics.
just days prior.
· However, the polls don't realWith that being said, let's
ly give Biden that much credit
take a deeper look into the
either. Hey, he's down-to-earth
ridiculous wording used to captoo, right? He says he regularly
ture our attention. For those
who didn't take the debate quite
visits Home Depot where he,
"spends a lot of time." What
as seriously, you could follow
could be more American than
Tina Fey's lead and create a
that? Plus, he probably went
drinking game using the word
there directly after the debate to "fundamental". That could.have
hang out with the bros and pick
led to some severe alcohol poiup some mulch and patio chairs
soning though, which the Future
for his gigantic house which he
does not support. Somehow an
calls his "entire investment." He
adjective is supposed to vividly
even calls himself "champ"
draw the line between the two
when referencing the good old
candidates.
days. Now that is someone we
Most of us, in all seriousness,
can relate to.
took the debate to heart as
Biden stressed that this is easily
As we sat undecided watching the debates, hoping for a
the most important election
since 1932. We completely agree.
clear answer as to whose tick~t
The problem is, we don't have a
is fit for this country, a lot of us
probably walked away more dis- Franklin D. Roose_velt up for
appointed than when we went
election.
into it. Honestly, who could
All we want is someone who
make sense of half the claims
is going to go into Washington,
both candidates were making?
D.C., and start taking names. Get
First Palin suggested that one us out of this financial crisis,
of the solutions to the war is a
don't take our entire paychecks
surge in Afghanistan. Biden then to fix things and, most imporsuggested the commanding gen- tantly, get our men and women
eral in Afghanistan said a surge
out of the Middle East.
won't work. Then, Palin, who
Whoever can do that, you
used the name 0f a civil war
have our vote. But we're not yet
general instead of the actual
convinced that anybody can get
officer in question,·retorted that
the job done.
·

Obama

Lvl56
Nigh"t Elf

McCain

Palin

Lvl 55 ·
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Lvl 3
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Constitutional rights
are there for a reason
I've mentioned in past artilaw which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens
cles that there are two things I
love talking about but choose
of the United States; nor shall
not to write about. One is poliany State deprive any person of
life, liberty or property without
tics; the other is religion.
due process of law; nor deny to
I've spent nearly a year writany person within its jurisdiction
ing for this publication and trying my best to avoid such
the equal protection of the laws."
treacherous terrains, but the
That is the 14th Amendment,
which says state governments
time has come when I have to
cannot pass laws that strip peospeak out about a topic that's
BEN BADIO
Contributing Writer
ple of their rights.
·
very dear to me and involves
Therefore, no gay marriage
both of these areas: the rights of
amendments, no gay adoption amendhomosexuals.
D,p n't expect your average take on this. ments, no amendments that stop homorm ngf going to talk a bunch of jive about
sexuals from doing anything that they
which candidate cares more about the
should have the right to do.
plight of homosexuals in our nation. This
Be not deceived by the clever way
column is about more than all of that. It's
these amendments are being written.
about stupidity.
Most of them are written to sound like
The idea of a state or federal
they are truly affording rights to citizens.
constitutional amendment to ban gay
For example, on Nov. 4, the registered
marriage is absolutely absurd and entirely voters of Florida will get to vote on
pointless. In other words, it's just plain
Amendment 2 which was condemned by
stupid
a Future editorial last week.
Let's focus first on the all-powerful
Rather than saying ''This amendment
ensures that two people of the same sex
Constitution. rve read it in it's entirety.
I've studied it vigorously. I carry a copy
can't marry each other because that
with me in my backpack, just in case
.would be just weird, and the world would
someone tries to infringe upon my rights.
surely come to an abrupt end," it claims to
Needless to say, I love the document that
protect the idea of marriage. Since when
is the backbone of our country.
does legislation protect ideas instead of
A few years back while looking over
protecting people? It's written like a conmy beloved pocket Constitution, I came
ceptual restraining order. After reading
to a realization. With the exception of
the text of these legislative abortions, it
Amendment 18 (prohibition) and Amend- doesn't take long to realize just how
ment 26 (voting age), every amendment
shady, unethical, and plainly unintelligent
pertaining to the American people is writ- they are. I, for one, refuse to allow stupiditen in order to afford us rights or to
ty to seep into my state's constitution.
explain the rights we already have. There
If you are registered to vote (today is
is no such thing as an amendment that
the deadline to register) I implore you to
takes rights away from an American If
. vote,against Amendment 2, if not for the
you're not sure where I'm going with this,
sake of the disregarded rights of gays in
I'll try explaining it in different terms:
Florida, then simply for the sake of intelli''No State shall make or enforce any
gence over stupidity.

.,
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MAN ON THE· STREET
T H E

WORD

A R O U N D

CAMPUS

''How did the Student Union
construction affect your'

ASHLEY GRENIER

NICOLE GOODBREAD

TRAVIS BROOKS

Micro and Molecular Biology, Freshman

Biology, Freshman

Computer Science, Senior

"It's annoying because Ihave to walk
around to the other entrance, and it
adds time and walking distance."

"It wasn't really inconvenient. It
was more amusing than anything
else."

"I always forget that it's closed
and then have to backtrack and
walk around."

•>

l

,J

l
ERIN GARLOW

MIKIMARU HIRAMA

JENNIE HAYES

Accounting, Senior

Political Science, Sophomore

lnterpersonal/Org. Comm., Junior

"It's an inconvenience, but I'm not
going to cry about it."

"I didn't really mind taking a few
extra steps."

"I was initially worried that the
front entrance of the Student
Union being closed would affect
[SGA) voting, but it hasn't at all."
\''
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

•

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447--4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,

.

SUBMISSION DEADLINES
Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

PAYMENT METHODS
VISA, MC, AMID{, Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

407-447-4555 • www.Knight"'ewspapers.com/classifieds
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Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:Part-Tune
HelpWanted:Full-Tme
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent Apartmenb
Roommates
Suble-

300 For Sale: Homes
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325
350
375
400
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ForSale:Automotive
For Sale: General
forSale:Pets

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
. SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Advantage Personnel is looking to fill
Full & Part Time positions in Customer
Service for more info.
Call 1-888-315-9403

(,

TRANSPORTATION NEEDED
seeking.female driver for Trinity Prep.School(Aloma Ave.) 10th graderfemale living in Waterford Lakes/Curry
Ford area for pick up/drop off to school
which starts 7:45am and ends 2:50pm.
Can split between 2 drivers for
am/pm.$150/mo each way.
321-945-8081

Services
Announcements

600 Traver

B

A

700 Worship

B

A
B

800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

B
B

125

Bartenders Needed Now

Dance Teacher Needed

PT/FT No experience necessary.
321-274-1101
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency

to teach classes in Jazz, Hip Hop.Tap
or Lyrical. Beg-advanced,childrenadult. Gymnastics coach also needed.
Exp. and ref. required. Call 321-383·
4075

t

a

Exp. babysitter for 8 y/o girl, 6 y/o boy
& 4 mon. in Winter Park. Saturday
nights and flex. weekdays. Light
housekeeping a plus. Must drive a 4
door car. Please email resume/hrs of
avail. to ronadesign@cfl.rr.com.
Ref. Req.

•

.

OPEN!
U .S.Community Publishing, a division
of the Gannett Co., Inc. is seeking
digital sales specialists with strong
sales skills to J2.e responsible for the
sales of digital based advertising
solutions in a self-directed environment
in Brevard County (Melbourne), FL.
Great opportunity including guaranteed
base of 36K and generous bonus
opportunity. Relocation is not offered
for these positions.
The digital sales positions will have a
revenue target that builds each month
and offers a percentage of what is
generated. Primary responsibilities will
be to focus on prospecting new
customers by making in-person calls to
local businesses and selling online
advertising packages. Must be
comfortable in sales presentations and
setting pricing and contractual
arrangements. The successful
candidate will also be expected to grow
revenue of existing accounts by
integrating d igital media solutions into
the client's advertising mix. Candidate
will be expected to research and
understand advertising and digital
media industry trends to best assist
clients in achieving their advertising
objectives.

Requirements
· Sales experience and high achievers
in selling Internet advertising and/or in
the media industry are most desired.
· Strong creative conceptualization
capabilities and interpersonal and
organizational skills.
· Demonstrated strong project
management experience.
Proven ability to manage multiple
projects in a dynamic environment.
Ability to work well with metrics,
numbers and trends.
Strong oral, writing and editing skills
with high attention to detail.
Qualified candidates should send
resume to jlusk@floridatoday.com.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Ill

..
Accudata Market Research

•·

is currently looking for people
with diabetes to provide
feedback on the usability of the
new investigational insulin
delivery device by simulating
using it. No needle sticking on
your body will be involved.
To be eligible for
the study you need to:

, Have Type 1 or 2 diabetes
• Inject mealtime insulin at least 2x a day
• Inject basal insulin at least 1x aday
• Not be employed in the medical field or research
The study will consist of 3 visits which will last a total of about 3.5 hours

AND YOU WILL BE PAID $350.
If you have diabetes, or know someone who does that
may be interested, please contact: Abby at 407-282-3770.

Waterford Landings! 5 min.from UCF
Luxury Condo, 2br/2ba, pool, available
immediately. $900 full or
$450/roommate. Call (407) 247-6423

$450/mo plus utilities. Clean & quiet
roommate wanted, shared bathroom,
beautiful house next to UCF owned by
UCF student. 2nd month 1/2 off rent

2 ROOMMATES NEEDED
MALE OR FEMALE
Two rooms available In a 3/2 house.
ALL UTILITIES INCLD. Bathroom is
shared. Great for friends.
Located 5 mlns from UCF off Dean
Road and University.
Rent - $495 each room
Deposit - $300 each room
Contact Patrick at
407.719.9580
or email JpwaldenJr@hotmall.com
AVALON PARK, 1 room w/private bath
in a 4/3 house. $500/month all utilities
included. Large common areas close
to UCF and Waterford Lakes area. Call
Alex 843-298-2074
Female roommates
5 m in; 2.2 mi from UCF 5/4 house,
gated community SAFE, CLEAN ,
QUIET Utilities incl., furnished,
cable/internet, W/D, Big screen TV
$425-$535 Call 407-765-3487 or 239470-4503
Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All utils incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982

Boardwalk Apt ONLY $425/month!
4 bed/4 bath w/ 3 females. Fully
furnished. Inc All utilities & internet.
Available January 1 ! CALL 727-8046625
Female wanted for 2/1 ASPA. $450
Util. incl.Furnished room! Nice female
roommate. Across from UCF! Call
Brittany 954-294-5831
Pegasus Landing 1 bedroom in 4/4
ready asap. call 352-284-1197

2BR/2BA Hunter's Reserve condo
tiled, pool, hot tubs, workout .room,
tennis, basketball, small pet ok - 407451-8250 $950/mo $500 security

MUST SEE!!!
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$875/mo 407-416-8369
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
dig its 1 through 9
with no repeats.
Monday puzzle:
Easy level
Wednesday puzzle:
Medium level

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Devoured
6 Downtown
Chicago
10 Andy's partner
14 Shazam!
15 Aware of
16 Run leisurely
17 Paquin and
Pavlova
18 Blanchett of
"Elizabeth"
19 HOMES part
20 Unanticipated
delays
22 Sauce for fish
24 Senior
26 Assert
27 Jet-set jet
30 Rile
32 Shown the way
33 Book of maps
35 Parts of shoes
37 Interviewer
Barbara
40 Lacking a sound
basis
44 Levels
46 Bony outgrowths
47 Metaphysical
concept
50 Rejoices
53 Sicilian volcano
54 Mistake
56 Cashless trade
58 _ Island, NY
60 Sweet, dar1<
syrup
64 Hiking housing
65 T icklish Muppet
67 Kitchen
appliance
68 T herefore
69 Ooze
70 Atelier stand
71 Prepares Easter
eggs
72 Caesar and
Vicious
73 Whimsically
comical
DOWN·
1 Le Gallienne and
Gabor
2 Top-drawer
3 Delicate color
4 Intricate
5 Twangy

$545 Female room avail. at Campus
Crossings - College Station w/private
bath and all util. included. Avail Asap.
Very nice, safe, clean apt. Great
roommates. Call 224-628-5445 or text.

10/8/08

© 2D08 Tribune Media Services, Inc. ·
All rights reserved.

6 Keepsake jewelry
7 Jackie's Aristotle
8 Mel, once of the
Giants
9 Yeats or Keats
1o Eagle-eyed
11 Fatal
12 Narcotic
13 Get angry
21 LPs, updated
23 Poplar trees
25 Horse's pace
27 Statute
28 LAX info
29 Everyone
31 Caps or glob
ending?
34 Unsparing
36 Major celeb
38 Critic Reed
39 Give the cold
shoulder to
41 Inning ender
42 Fancy vase
43 Retirement grp.
45 Closed with force
47 Sampled
48 Blood vessel

57
59
61
62

Letup
Scottish loch
Middling
Daredevil
Knievel
63 Trade for cash
66 Hilo garland

49 Mandarin, e.g.
51 Groupsot
soldiers
52 Letters on
Cardinal caps
55 Von Bismarck
. and Graham

Solution and new puzzles in
next issue's Classifieds

How Do I Text
UCFNEVVS to 44636?

..

UCFKNIGHTS

You have successfully
subscribed to UCF
Knights.
Text stop to end at
any time.

•

..

I•

Grab your cell phone .

2.

Select messages on your
main menu

3.

Write a new text message,
"UCFKNIGHTS"

4.

Send this message to 44636
(41NFO).

5.

Begin receiving
UCF Knights Football Scores!

Receive FREE, real-time scores and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future.Just text a keyword, like UCFKNIGHTS,
to, 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
I'

~Carrier t:e~ messagin~ rat:e.:! apply

lr41nFO,.

October 6, 2008 • (entt.d :flotilla :future
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Wednesday10/08/2008:
12:00pm - 2pm CAB Special Events presents "Field Day."

Come out and join us for a game of KICKBALL on your
lunch break or in between classes. Memory Mall
7:30pm - Kickoff CAB Special Events presents "Monday

Knight Football." Pre-game party including X-box
tournaments, trivia, and much more! Food specials
include $1 Tacos! Southside BBQ & Pizza

12:00pm KoRT Leadership Workshop: "SGA Funding &

Fund.raising for your Student Organization." SU 218AB
Bwopm -10:oopm CAB Concerts presents "Southside

Soundchecl<." Open to all musical talent. Please contact
CAB at cabmusic@mail.ucf.edu if you are a band or
musician and would like to showcase at "Southside
Soundcheck." Southside BBQ & Pizza

Friday 10/10/2008:

11:00am -12:oopm Third Homecoming Organizational

Meeting. Student Union 2nd Floor Egmont Key
6:00pm & 9:00pm CAB Cinema presents "Step Brothers."

Laugh the night away at a FREE screening of the hit
movie "Step Brothers" starring Will Ferrell and John C.
Reilly. There will be one at 6:00pm and another at
9:00pm, so if you can't make one make sure to be at the
other! Southside BBQ & Pizza

8:30pm - io:oopm CAB Speakers presen ts "Latin Jives

featuring Mayda Del Valle." Enjoy the spoken word of Def
Poet Mayda Del Valle and others. Mayda Del Valle has
been featured on Russell Simmons Def Poetry Jam on
Broadway, HBO's Def Poetry Jam, LatiNation, and mu ch
more. Pegasus Ballroom

Thursday 1o/o9/2 oo8:
7:00pm SGA Senate Meeting. SU 218

.,
..,

8:00pm - 10:00pm CAB Comedy presents "Open Mic

Night & Karaoke." Come out and support your fellow
Knights as they perform stand up comedy and karaoke.
Choose from over 1600 karaoke classics! If you are
interested in performing stand up comedy contact CAB at
cabfunny@mail.ucf.edu. Southside BBQ& Pizza

,,

BUSINESS SENIORS: YOUR TIME IS NOW
ONE-YEAR MBA
If you're about to graduate with a business degree, now is the perfect time to set yourself apar:t
with an MBA from the prestigious University of Miami School of Business Administration.
The one-Year UM MBA program, offered exclusively to recent graduates in business, is innovative,
globally-focused and taught by the world-class UM MBA faculty. And you can complete the
program, along with a summer internship, in 11 short months.
Attend an on-campus question and answer session October 24, 2008, or visit us online.

Q&A

SE S S I ON

ATTEND AN INFO RMATION SESSION
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2008 AT 11:30 A.M.
UM SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ROOM GB 431
RSVP 305-284-2510 I MBA@MIAMI.EDU
WWW.BUS.MIAMI.EDU/ GRAD

J/

Now is the time to learn what a UM MBA can do for your future. Reserve your place today.

•:,

Deadline November 7
To learn more, attend one of our information sessions:

October 6, 5:00 pm - 6:00 pm
October 21,4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Location: Ferrell Commons, Bldg. 7F Room 185C

•

•
•
•

Explore a specific career field while
networking with professionals
within the communi~y.
Sign

?

up today!
1)

